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Abstract

Multiple description coding (MDC) is an error resilient

source coding scheme that creates multiple bitstreams of

approximately equal importance. The reconstructed signal

based on any single bitstream has an acceptable quality.

However, a higher quality reconstruction can be achieved

with larger number of bitstreams. We develop a multiple

(2) description video coding scheme based on the 3 loop

structure originally proposed in [1]. We modify the discrete

cosine transform structure to the matching pursuits frame-

work and evaluate performance gain using maximum likeli-

hood (ML) enhancement when both descriptions are avail-

able. We find that ML enhancement works best for low mo-

tion sequences and results in gains of up to 1.3 dB in terms

of average PSNR. Rate distortion performance is character-

ized. Performance comparison is made between our MDC

scheme and single description coding (SDC) schemes over

lossy channels, including two state Markov channels and

Rayleigh fading channels. We find that MDC outperforms

SDC in bursty slowly varying environments. In the case of

Rayleigh fading channels, interleaving helps SDC close the

gap and even outperform MDC depending on the amount

of interleaving performed, at the expense of additional de-

lay.

I. Introduction

Multiple description coding (MDC) generates multiple

encoded bitstreams of a source and sends them through

several independent channels. The source can be recon-

structed at a lower yet acceptable quality from any single

bitstream, and at a higher quality from more bitstreams.

Unlike layered coding which requires correct reception of

the base layer for enhancement layers to be useful, MDC

can reconstruct the source from any subset of bitstreams.

MDC provides a robust source coding scheme for commu-

nication over unreliable channels without quality-of-service

(QoS) guarantee.

Early work on MDC was focused on theoretical charac-

terization of the rate distortion bound for two description

coding [2], [3]. Since then, there has been a great deal of

work on designing practical MDC schemes. Among these

schemes, a multiple description scalar quantizer was de-

signed by Vaishampayan [4] and a transform based scheme

was developed by Wang, Orchard, and Reibman [5].

More recently, practical MDC (M=2) schemes have been

developed for video [1], [6] and their performance over lossy

channels has been studied [7], [8]. The challenge in video

MDC design arises due to the predictive nature of video.

The decoder could receive any subset of all descriptions and

the encoder must track state of the decoder to prevent drift.

In [6], two independent prediction loops are used in the en-

coder. The quantizers in both loops are designed such that

two descriptions can be combined to yield a higher quality

reconstruction. Authors in [1] provide plausibility argu-

ments that this type of scheme yields a poorer prediction

when both descriptions are available. In [1], a three predic-

tion loop structure is proposed; there is a central loop for

prediction based on both descriptions, and two side loops

for prediction based on one description to avoid mismatch

between encoder and decoder.

In this paper, we migrate the H.263 based 3 prediction

loop MDC scheme in [1] to the Matching Pursuits (MP)

video coding framework [9]. MP video coding has generally

been shown to outperform discrete cosine transform (DCT)

based codecs including H.263 and MPEG-4 [10], [11]. In

addition, we improve the rate distortion performance of the

scheme by applying enhancement techniques to all three

reconstructions when both descriptions are available. Fi-

nally, we compare the performance of our MDC scheme

with traditional single description coding (SDC) schemes

over lossy channels through simulations. We use both two

state Markov and Rayleigh fading channel models for sim-
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ulations.

In Section II, we provide an overview of MP video coding

framework and the three loop video MDC scheme based on

MP, called MP-MDC. In Section III, we discuss improve-

ments to the base scheme through enhancement from both

descriptions. In Section IV, we characterize the rate dis-

tortion performance of our MP-MDC scheme. Performance

comparisons are made between MDC and SDC over lossy

channels next in Section V, and conclusions are presented

in Section VI.

II. Matching Pursuits Video MDC

Our video MDC scheme is based on the three prediction

loop structure proposed by Reibman et al. [1] and the MP

framework [9]. In this section, we provide an overview of

MP video coding and the three loop structure.

A. Overview of Matching Pursuits Video Coding

Almost all existing video coding standards use the hy-

brid motion-compensated discrete cosine transform (DCT).

However, block-based DCT coding introduces noticeable

distortion and block artifacts at lower bit rate. In match-

ing pursuits video coding, the residual from motion com-

pensation is decomposed onto a larger basis set than the

complete set provided by DCT. At each stage of coding the

residual, a search for the best basis function is performed

by computing the inner product between the residual and

a basis function. The residual is subtracted from the best

basis function and the iteration repeats. This ensures that

most important features are coded first. Interested read-

ers are referred to [9] for detailed description of matching

pursuit video coding.

B. Three Loop Video MDC

The diagram of the three loop video MDC is shown in

Figure 1. In all video coding systems, prediction is essen-

tial to achieve video coding efficiency. In two description

coding, the decoder could receive either one or two descrip-

tions. Thus there are three prediction loops in the encoder

so that the decoder could still track the encoder state when

a description is lost.

In the central prediction loop, a new frame is first mo-

tion compensated from its prediction based on both de-

scriptions. The residue is then coded into two correlated
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Fig. 1. Diagram of video multiple description coding.

bit streams that are sent to two separate channels. In [1],

a DCT transform is first used to transform the residue to

the frequency domain, followed by a correlation matrix. In

our proposed matching pursuit based scheme, the residue

is coded into two sets of atoms1, F1 and F2, to be sent

over two channels. The first L atoms found during MP it-

erations are shared by both sets and subsequent atoms are

alternatively put into the two sets. As a result, F1 and F2

are of approximately equal importance because atoms are

found in decreasing order of magnitude in MP iterations.

The correlation between these two sets of atoms is con-

trolled by the number of shared atoms L. Motion vectors,

frame headers, and intra-coded (I) frames are duplicated

and sent through both channels.

In the two symmetric side loops, we also use MP cod-

ing. There is no motion estimation in the side loops as

the motion vectors are taken from the central loop. The

rationale is that motion vectors in the side loops would be

very similar to the motion vectors in the central loop. Bits

saved in coding new motion vectors in side loops could be

used to code the video at better quality. The energy of

the residue R1(R2) from compensation based on one de-

scription is first reduced by exploiting its correlation with

the coded residue from the central loop F1(F2) through

pixel-wise subtraction, as in [1].

1An atom describes one basis function.
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Tradeoff between the quality of reconstruction from two

descriptions (PSNR0) and quality of reconstruction from

one description (PSNR1) can be controlled in two ways,

namely by rate allocation between the central and side

loops, as well as the number of shared atoms L between

two atom sets F1 and F2; increasing L reduces PSNR0 and

increases PSNR1. The tradeoff curves are shown in Sec-

tion IV, after we examine one improvement to our MDC

scheme.

III. Enhancement Using Three Reconstructions

Besides changing to the MP framework, we also examine

an improvement to the original scheme, namely enhance-

ment when both descriptions are available. In [1], the side

loops are considered to be pure redundancy and so, when

both descriptions are received, the reconstructed video is

taken from the central loop. Since each of three prediction

loops has its own reconstruction of the source frame, we

can combine all three reconstructions to yield a better re-

construction than the one in the central loop2. This is a

special case of the multi-channel restoration problem [12].

A. Model

The reconstructed video in each loop can be modeled as

yi(l, m) = x(l, m) + ni(l, m) i = 1, 2, 3 (1)

where i is the loop index, yi(l, m) is the reconstructed pixel

value at position (l, m) in loop i, x(l, m) is a pixel at (l, m)

in a source frame, and ni(l, m) is the additive noise. In

vector notation, let
−→
X , a M × 1 vector, denote the lexico-

graphical ordering of source image, i.e.

−→
X = [x(1, 1), x(1, 2), x(1, 3), . . .]T (2)

Let

−→
Y = [y1(1, 1), y2(1, 1), y3(1, 1), y1(1, 2), y2(1, 2), y3(1, 2), . . .]T

(3)

and

−→
N = [n1(1, 1), n2(1, 1), n3(1, 1), n1(1, 2), n2(1, 2), n3(1, 2), . . .]T

(4)

2Gain can be expected only if the difference in quality between the

central loop reconstruction and side loop reconstructions is not too

large.

Rewriting Eq (1) in vector form, we get

−→
Y = A

−→
X +

−→
N (5)

where A is a 3M × M matrix defined by

A =













a 0 0 0

0 a 0 0

0 0 .. 0

0 0 0 a













(6)

with a = [1, 1, 1]T .

B. Performance of ML Enhancement

There are several methods to estimate
−→
X given

−→
Y

in Eq (5), namely least squares (LS), regularized least

squares (RLS), Maximum Likelihood (ML), Maximum A-

Posteriori (MAP), and Linear Minimum Mean Square Er-

ror (LMMSE). We use ML estimation because it outper-

forms LS and RLS, and is simpler than MAP and LMMSE.

Assuming the noise is zero-mean Gaussian3, ML estimation

is given by
−̂→
Xml = (AT R−1A)−1AT R−1−→Y (7)

where R = E{
−→
N
−→
N

T
} is the covariance matrix of

−→
N .

We use pixel-wise estimation to keep overhead of coding

estimated coefficients low. Specifically, we approximate the

noise correlation matrix R as a block diagonal matrix

R =













Rn 0 0 0

0 Rn 0 0

0 0 .. 0

0 0 0 Rn













(8)

where Rn is a 3×3 correlation matrix of noise values in the

same pixel location of three reconstructions. Therefore, Eq

(7) reduces to

x̂ml(l, m) = (aT R−1
n a)−1aT R−1

n [y1(l, m), y2(l, m), y3(l, m)]T

(9)

The estimation error using ML enhancement is given by

ε(l, m) = x̂ml(l, m) − x(l, m)

= (aT R−1
n a)−1aT R−1

n [n1(l, m), n2(l, m), n3(l, m)]T

3Strictly speaking, the noise is not Gaussian, though it has a bell-

shaped distribution. However, Gaussian model is still used to facil-

itate analysis. We have experimented with LMMSE as well as ML

with Gaussian noise model, and have found the performance differ-

ence between the two methods to be very small. Given that the

complexity of the algorithm should be kept as simple as possible, and

small performance difference between the two algorithms, we believe

the use of Gaussian noise model is justified.
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Therefore, the squared error is

Eml = E{ε(l, m) ∗ ε(l, m)T } = (aT R−1
n a)−1 (10)

If the reconstruction in central loop is taken instead, the

squared error is

Eo = min
i=1,2,3

Rn(i, i) = Rn(1, 1) (11)

assuming index value 1 represents the central loop. Thus,

the gain from ML enhancement is

G =
Eo

Eml

= Rn(1, 1)aT R−1
n a (12)

Since the decoder does not have information about noise,

the encoder must encode the 3 ML coefficients given by

the elements of the 1 × 3 vector (aT R−1
n a)−1aT R−1

n . In

practice, Rn is computed first in the encoder by averaging

samples over an entire frame. Since the sum of three ML

coefficients in Eq (9) is 1, only two coefficients are quantized

and encoded at 6 bit resolution. It creates a nominal 12

bit overhead for each frame, even with fixed length coding.

To evaluate the performance of ML enhancement, we

code a number of QCIF sequences as shown in Table I. For

all sequences except Mobile, 50 atoms/frame/description

are coded in the central loop, with the first 15 atoms shared

between the two descriptions and remaining 70 atoms al-

ternatively split between the two descriptions. Additional

30 atoms/frame/description are coded in the side loops.

For Mobile, the numbers are 290, 30, 520, and 160. The

numbers are chosen to yield desired bitrates. All sequences,

except Larry, are 10 seconds in duration. The first frame

of each sequence is intra-coded with quantization step size

equal to 8. For all sequences except Larry, all other frames

are inter-coded unless a scene change is detected, in which

case the frame is intra-coded. For the Larry sequence, we

have 1689 frames at 15 frames per second (fps). To avoid

excessive error propagation, an I frame is encoded every

100 frames for Larry, in addition to I frames due to scene

change. Total bit rates of two descriptions and average

PSNR without ML enhancement of the sequences are listed

in Table I. PSNR0 is the average PSNR of reconstruction

from both descriptions and PSNR1 is the average PSNR

of reconstruction from one description. For comparison,

average PSNR of a single description MP video codec at

the same bit rate is listed in the SDC column, and the

difference in PSNR0 between SDC and MDC without ML

estimation is listed in the ∆e column. MDC has a lower

PSNR0 than SDC due to the redundancy.

Figure 2 shows the performance gain by using ML en-

hancement without feedback for a large number of video

sequences at different frame rates. By this we mean the

reconstruction from the central loop, not the enhanced re-

construction, is used in the encoder central prediction loop

and the enhanced reconstruction is used in the decoder.

The baseline scheme for comparison has no ML enhance-

ment and uses the reconstruction in the central loop when

both descriptions are received. The average gain in PSNR0

from ML enhancement without feedback is listed in ∆a col-

umn in Table I. It can be seen that the gain achieved by

ML enhancement varies from sequence to sequence. ML

enhancement works better for sequences with low motion,

such as Hall and Akiyo, than high motion sequences.

Additional gain can also be achieved by feeding back the

enhanced reconstruction to the central loop. More specifi-

cally, the enhanced reconstruction of the previous frame is

used for motion prediction and compensation of the cur-

rent frame in the central loop. Table I lists the average

gain in PSNR0 from the feedback in column ∆b, as well as

the gain in PSNR1 in column ∆c, over MDC without ML

estimation. As seen, there are gains in PSNR1, the PSNR

of reconstruction from one description. This is because the

use of enhanced reconstruction from two descriptions in

the central prediction loop creates better motion vectors

and two sets of atoms, F1 and F2, that reduce the residue

energies in the side loops. The variation in PSNR1 gain

from feedback among different sequences, i.e. ∆c, seems

to be correlated with the variation in PSNR0 gain from

ML enhancement, i.e. ∆a. There is little additional gain

in PSNR0 due to feedback, i.e. the difference between ∆b

and ∆a is small, except for a few low motion sequences.

The combined average gains in both PSNR0 and PSNR1

are quite significant for low motion sequences. Column ∆d

in Table I lists the difference in PSNR0 between SDC and

MDC using ML estimation with feedback. The difference

is smaller for low motion sequences due to better gain from

ML enhancement and less redundancy in MDC from mo-

tion vector duplications. Comparing ∆d and ∆e columns,

we see that the gap between PSNR0 of MDC and SDC has

been reduced after ML estimation.
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10 fps

bitrate MDC w/o ML est. SDC ML w/o fb. ML estimation with feedback ∆d

Sequence (kbps) PSNR0 PSNR1 PSNR0 ∆e PSNR0 ∆a PSNR0 ∆b PSNR1 ∆c

Hall 45.2 35.70 34.66 37.01 1.31 36.22 0.52 36.36 0.66 35.13 0.47 0.65

Container 42.4 33.91 33.01 35.78 1.87 34.23 0.32 34.18 0.27 33.35 0.34 1.60

Foreman 85.6 30.92 30.28 34.32 3.40 31.08 0.16 31.07 0.15 30.47 0.19 3.25

Akiyo 42.6 38.27 37.01 40.52 2.25 38.67 0.40 38.92 0.65 37.58 0.57 1.60

Coast 64.6 28.50 27.76 30.89 2.39 28.66 0.16 28.67 0.17 28.03 0.27 2.22

News 54.2 33.02 32.15 36.11 3.09 33.32 0.30 33.38 0.36 32.53 0.38 2.73

Paris 60.4 27.92 27.17 30.85 3.93 28.13 0.21 28.18 0.26 27.45 0.28 2.67

Silent 60.0 33.43 32.59 36.20 2.77 33.73 0.30 33.75 0.32 32.89 0.30 2.45

Table 66.8 32.06 31.46 34.98 2.92 32.29 0.23 32.33 0.27 31.69 0.23 2.65

30 fps

Hall 123.0 36.73 35.24 38.29 1.56 37.48 0.75 38.03 1.30 36.13 0.89 0.26

Container 115.6 35.03 33.38 36.76 1.73 35.44 0.41 35.46 0.43 33.94 0.56 1.30

Foreman 181.4 32.21 31.27 35.11 2.90 32.37 0.16 32.43 0.22 31.69 0.42 2.68

Akiyo 114.4 39.68 37.44 42.64 2.96 40.31 0.63 40.89 1.21 38.61 1.17 1.75

Coast 148.0 29.76 28.72 31.99 2.23 29.97 0.21 29.98 0.22 29.07 0.35 2.01

News 131.6 35.06 33.65 38.03 2.97 35.45 0.39 35.61 0.55 34.29 0.64 2.42

Paris 137.8 29.49 28.33 32.69 3.20 29.74 0.25 29.70 0.21 28.72 0.39 2.99

Silent 144.8 35.22 33.80 38.05 2.83 35.68 0.46 35.86 0.64 34.46 0.66 2.19

Table 155.6 33.27 32.35 36.05 2.78 33.53 0.26 33.56 0.29 32.72 0.37 2.49

15 fps

Larry 74.4 34.19 33.24 36.18 1.99 34.48 0.29 34.63 0.44 33.65 0.41 1.55

7.5 fps

Mobile 180.0 27.35 26.11 29.97 2.62 27.49 0.14 27.39 0.04 26.40 0.29 2.58

TABLE I

MDC/SDC bit rate and average PSNR. ∆a: the difference between MDC PSNR0 using ML estimation without feedback (ML

w/o fb.) and MDC PSNR0 without ML estimation. ∆b: the difference between MDC PSNR0 using ML estimation with

feedback and MDC PSNR0 without ML estimation. ∆c: the difference between MDC PSNR1 using ML estimation with

feedback and MDC PSNR1 without ML estimation. ∆d: the difference between SDC PSNR0 and MDC PSNR0 using ML

estimation with feedback. ∆e: the difference between SDC PSNR0 and MDC PSNR0 without ML estimation.

IV. Rate Distortion Performance

In this section, we characterize the rate distortion per-

formance of our MDC scheme. There are three parame-

ters related to rate distortion in the two description case,

namely rate, average two description PSNR (PSNR0), and

average one description PSNR (PSNR1).

In the first test, we keep the bit rate of both descrip-

tions constant and study the tradeoff between PSNR0 and

PSNR1 by varying the number of atoms per description

per frame in the central loop (C) and side loops (S), as

well as number of shared of atoms in the central loop (L).

To have an approximately constant bit rate for each de-

scription, we have fixed total number of atoms per frame

per description, C + S = 80. Other test parameters are the

same as these in Section III-B. To obtain the PSNR0 and

PSNR1 tradeoff curve, we examine a number of combina-

tions of L and S, and take the concave hull of the measured

data points (PSNR0, PSNR1). More specifically, L and S

take values from sets {1 5 15 25} and {5 10 15 20 30 40},

respectively. We find that changing S is a more effective

way of allocating redundancy than changing L since most

data points on the concave hull correspond to small values

of L, i.e. L = 1 and 5. The tradeoff with and without ML

enhancement is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, ML

enhancement improves the performance compared to the

baseline case without ML enhancement. Gains are smaller

at large PSNR0 since fewer bits are spent in the side loops.

In the second test, we compare the Redundancy Rate

Distortion (RRD) performance of our MP based MDC

(MP-MDC) scheme with the H.263 based MD coder
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Fig. 3. Tradeoff between PSNR0 and PSNR1 with and without ML enhancement.

(MDTC) in [1]. Redundancy rate is defined as the ad-

ditional bit rate of a MDC scheme achieving the same two

description distortion (PSNR0) of a SDC scheme [13]. We

have 2 reference SDC schemes, an H.263 codec for MDTC

and a MP codec for MP-MDC. I-frame rate of 1 of every 15

frames is used. Quantization stepsize in I frames is fixed at

12. Group-of-blocks (GOB) headers are used in this test.

Table II lists the QCIF sequences used for the test, frame

rates, PSNR0 of 2 reference SDC schemes at same bit rate

(notice that PSNR0 for MP is slightly higher due to the

efficiency of MP coding). PSNR0 of each MDC scheme is

fixed at PSNR0 of its corresponding reference SDC scheme

in the test. Figure 4 compares the RRD performance of the

two coders by plotting PSNR1 versus bit rate. Redundancy

rate is expressed as a percentage of the reference rate. Due

to frequent intra coding and duplication of I frames in MP-

MDC, the redundancy starts at a larger value than MDTC,

which uses MD transform coding for I frames as well. We

can see that MP-MDC outperforms MDTC in PSNR1 quite

significantly.

V. Performance Over Lossy Channels

In this section, we study the performance of our video

MDC scheme over lossy channels through simulation, and

compare it with single description coding (SDC) schemes.

There are two independent channels with each descrip-

tion generated by MDC sent over one channel. For SDC,

the bitstream is split and sent through two channels. In-

tuitively, we would expect MDC to outperform SDC if

one channel introduces large bit error rate (BER) beyond

correction capability of forward error correction (FEC)

schemes employed, i.e. one channel is off, while the other

channel has low BER. Under these conditions, MDC for

video can reconstruct the source from only one description

without losing synchronization with the encoder while SDC

is likely to lose synchronization and cause error propaga-

tion. The more slowly varying the two channels are, the

longer the error propagation for the SDC case, and hence

the more advantageous MDC becomes over SDC. Since in

video communication variation of video quality over time

generally needs to be minimized, MDC could potentially

offer advantages over SDC in bursty slowly varying chan-

nels. In what follows, we will demonstrate this more quan-
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titatively through simulations with two state Markov and

Rayleigh fading channels.

We choose two MP based SDC schemes for comparison.

SDC1 : We code at the same source rate as two descrip-

tions in MDC and use the same FEC for atoms so that

total rate is the same.

SDC2 : We code at such source rate that PSNR is same

as two description MDC with no channel error, and choose

FEC to match the overall rate with MDC.

Comparisons in the literature are typically between MDC

and SDC1 over lossy channels, showing that MDC outper-

forms SDC1 at large loss rates and vice versa at small loss

rates due to redundancy in MDC. We believe a more in-

teresting comparison would be between MDC and SDC2,

both having same error free performance. SDC2 allocates

all available redundancy to FEC while MDC uses weaker

FEC and allocates remaining redundancy to source cod-

ing. Comparison between MDC and SDC2 would test the

efficiency of a MDC design.

For fair comparison, we assume the FEC protection

methods for I frames, motion vectors and headers are the

same in both MDC and SDC schemes. Due to the im-

portance of I frames, we send two copies of I frames4, one

to each channel with BCH(127,64,10) protection for both

MDC and SDC schemes. If there are remaining errors in

an I frame, reconstructed GOB(s)5 that are affected by the

errors are replaced by the corresponding GOB(s) in the pre-

vious frame. Motion vectors are also duplicated, protected

by BCH(127,64,10) code and sent over two channels. If

there are errors in motion vectors, default value of zero

is assumed. The parameters of BCH code are chosen to

achieve desired range of performance across channel con-

ditions. We have not considered the use of adaptive error

correction codes because we are primarily interested in low

delay applications in which channel condition is not fed

back to the sender, and hence adaptivity is not an option.

Atoms in SDC are equally divided among two chan-

nels per frame by allocating atoms in the even GOBs to

one channel and atoms in the odd GOBs to the other

channel. The FEC used for atoms in MDC and SDC1

4Macro block based intra refresh is interesting to test. However, we

are not able to test it due to time constraint.
5GOB headers are used to regain synchronization after an error in

the bitstream. For QCIF, GOB size is 11.

is BCH(127,78,7). With source rate fixed, we test the ef-

ficiency of MDC with large redundancy (PSNR0 = 34.63

dB, PSNR1 = 33.65 dB) and MDC with small redundancy

(PSNR0 = 35.33 dB, PSNR1 = 32.11 dB). For atoms in

SDC2, the corresponding FECs used are BCH(127,50,13)

and BCH(127,71,9) for large and small redundancies, re-

spectively. The overall bit rate after FEC is 140 kbps for

all schemes. When atoms are received incorrectly, all re-

maining atoms in the same GOB are lost due to loss of

synchronization in entropy coding. For MDC, we apply a

simple error concealment method: When one channel intro-

duces lots of errors, a large number of atoms received from

the channel are deleted, creating a large mismatch between

encoder and decoder. The mismatch can be reduced, if the

other channel has small errors and atoms in the descrip-

tion received through the good channel are copied to the

other description because of the redundancy in the two sets

of atoms of two descriptions. The decision when to apply

this method is heuristic; in the following simulations, it is

applied when one channel receives 30 or more atoms than

the other.

A. Two State Markov Channels

In this model, a channel can be in either “good” state

with bit error rate BER Pg, or “bad” state with BER Pb.

The state transition probabilities are p1, from “good” state

to “bad” state”, and p2, from “bad” state to “good” state”.

In the simulations, we assume channels can change state

only at the start of a frame transmission to achieve rela-

tively slowly varying channels6.

Figure 5 plots the average PSNR of MDC and two SDC

schemes versus BER in the bad state Pb for the Larry se-

quence7 at 15 fps for the case with large and small re-

dundancy. For both cases in the plots, SDC1 outperforms

MDC and SDC2 at low BER because all errors can be cor-

rected by the FEC schemes used and SDC1 has the least re-

dundancy. As error rate increases from approximately 3%

to 9%, MDC outperforms SDC1 because of redundancy in

MDC, but SDC2 is best because it has the strongest FEC

6A very fast varying two state Markov channel(e.g. possible state

change every few bits) behaves similar to a memoryless uniform ran-

dom bit error channel, in which case SDC2 always outperforms MDC

because of better error protection.
7Due to time constraints, we limited our experiments in the section

to Larry sequence only.
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protection. As BER increases further, MDC outperforms

SDC2 since most errors in the bad state can no longer be

corrected. This verifies our intuition that MDC outper-

forms SDC in slowly varying bursty channels.

B. Rayleigh Fading Channels

We measure the performance of MDC and SDC schemes

over Rayleigh fading channels simulated using Jakes’

method [14]. Two channels are assumed to correspond to

two carrier frequencies at 900 MHz and 1.8 GHz, respec-

tively, the motivation being cell phones which operate at

both frequencies depending on whether they are being used

in USA or Europe. A 200 kHz channel bandwidth and bi-

nary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation are assumed.

We run tests under both slowly varying channels and fast

varying channels. The Doppler frequency fD equals vfc/c,

where v is the mobile speed, fc is the carrier frequency,

and c is the light speed. The product fDT , where T is the

bit interval, corresponds to the varying speed of a Rayleigh

channel. Since the mobile moves at a given speed, and one

carrier frequency is twice the other one, this results in fD1T

for channel 1 to be twice as large as fD2T for channel 2. A

block interleaver is used to study the effect of interleaving

delay.

First, we examine the performance with large redun-

dancy in MDC in Figures 6 to 8. Figure 6 shows the per-

formance of SDC and MDC schemes in Rayleigh fading

channels with different channel variation speed, i.e. fDT .

The interleaving delay is fixed at 100 ms. The following

observations can be made about Figures 6(a) and 6(b):

1. In Figure 6(a), corresponding to slowly varying chan-

nels, MDC performs best for channel PSNR below 18 dB

and SDC1 performs best beyond 18 dB.

2. In Figure 6(b), corresponding to fast varying channels,

SDC2 performs best for channel PSNR below 15 dB and

SDC1 performs best for above 15 dB.

3. Combining the above two observations, we see that us-

ing MDC is more advantageous in slowly varying chan-

nels than faster varying ones. Other simulations not shown

here show that this is particularly true when interleaving is

large, e.g. 100 ms as in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). The reason

is that interleaving makes bit error occurrence more uni-

form, thereby making FEC more effective, and hence SDC

more attractive than MDC.

4. Comparing Figures 6(a) and 6(b), we find that at low

values of channel SNR, both SDC and MDC techniques

do worse in faster varying channels than in slowly varying

channels; this is because under these circumstances, in fast

varying channels FEC cannot protect the bitstream with

large uniform error corruption, whereas in slowy varying

channels, at least some information can be recovered by

FEC since errors occur in bursts.

Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of interleaving on the

performance of SDC and MDC schemes in slowly and fast

varying Rayleigh channels. The following observations can

be made about Figures 7 and 8:

1. In Figure 7(a) corresponding to no interleaving, MDC

does best for channel SNR values below 18 dB and SDC1

for above 18 dB. Thus, MDC is quite effective in slowly

varying channels and low delay applications where inter-

leaving is not an option.

2. In Figure 7(b) corresponding to interleaving of 150 ms,

MDC still does best at small SNR, however the gap between

MDC and SDC has decreased as compared to Figure 7(a).

This is to be expected since large interleaving and FEC

make a powerful combination in combatting noise.

3. As the redundancy level in MDC decreases, for example,

by traversing along the curves in Figure 3, the advantage of

MDC over SDC becomes smaller for all interleaving delays

and channel speeds. The corresponding plots for this case

are not shown here due to space limitations.

4. Figure 8 correponds to fast varying channels. In Fig-

ure 8(a) corresponding to no interleaving, SDC and MDC

show more or less identical performance; In Figure 8(b)

corresponding to large interleaving SDC does better than

MDC.

Combining the above three observations and comparing

Figures 7 and 8, we conclude that MDC is most useful

in situations where (a) channel is varying slowly and (b)

low delay requirments of the application preclude use of

interleaving; As the variation rate of channel increases and

delay requirements are relaxed, use of FEC together with

SDC becomes more attractive.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we study a video MDC scheme based on a

3 loop structure and MP coding. We examine performance

gain through ML enhancement from both descriptions and
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find that it works best for low motion sequences. Gain

up to 1.3 dB can be achieved in our tests. Performance

comparison is made between MDC and SDC schemes over

lossy channels, including two state Markov channels and

Rayleigh fading channels. We find that MDC with large

redundancy outperforms SDC in bursty slowly varying en-

vironments. For Rayleigh fading channels, bit interleaving

helps SDC close the gap and even outperform MDC de-

pending on the amount of interleaving and speed of channel

variation. It would be interesting to compare the perfor-

mance of MP-MDC with MDTC and study the effect of

macro block based intra refresh in lossy channels.
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Frame rate PSNR0 (dB) Reference bit rate

Sequence (fps) H.263, MDTC MP, MP-MDC (kbps)

Container 10 fps 31.62 32.66 31.9

Foreman 7.5 fps 31.38 31.38 49.4

Hall 10 fps 32.40 33.16 31.7

Silent 15 fps 31.49 31.89 50.4

TABLE II

Test sequences and parameters for RRD performance.
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Fig. 4. Redundancy rate distortion performance of MDTC coder and MP MDC.
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Fig. 5. Performance of SDC and MDC schemes in slowly varying two-state Markov channels with different redundancy in MDC. Pg = 0.001,

p1 = 0.8, p2 = 0.8. (a) large redundancy (b) small redundancy
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Fig. 6. Performance of SDC and MDC large redundancy schemes in Rayleigh fading channels with different varying speed and at interleaving

delay of 100 ms. Values of fdT for two Rayleigh channels are (a) 5 × 10−6, 10−5 (b) 1.5 × 10−4, 3 × 10−4 The ratio is 2 because of two

carrier frequencies.
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Fig. 7. Performance of SDC and MDC large redundancy schemes in slowly varying Rayleigh fading channels with different interleaving

delays. Values of fdT for two Rayleigh channels are 5× 10−6 and 10−5. Interleaving delays are (a) 0 ms (b) 150 ms
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Fig. 8. Performance of SDC and MDC large redundancy schemes in fast varying Rayleigh fading channels with different interleaving delays.

Values of fdT for two Rayleigh channels are 3× 10−4 and 6× 10−4. Interleaving delays are (a) 0 ms (b) 150 ms


